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This readable, thought-provoking, and multidisciplinary study explores theatrical writings that question this
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Introduction: theatricality: a key concept in theatre and cultural studies. Fischer-Lichte, Erika. Abstract: The
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specifically modern as well as to reframe the main object of study of modernity, the subject, within a
phenomenology of theatricality.
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modern theatre: the scenario, the actor, the theatrical space, and the audience. In doing so, the authors open
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to the use of the playing space and the nature of the chorus, offering a distinctive impression of the
performance of Greek tragedy in the fifth century BCE.
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up new ways of analyzing theatricality both in the arts, architecture and the theatre.
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Through the study of Richard Gruneau and Gunter Gebauerâ€™s respective works, this article examines the
social significance and theoretical implications of sportâ€™s capacity to represent social life in a theatrical
manner.
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The book takes a close look at this process of signification, formation of meanings, presentation and
interpretation on stage: a theatre performance is a product of an intense sign environment and a major
symbol of theatricality.
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Abstract. Ci-poetry and drama are both genres of musical literature and the theatricality of the ci-poetry is
demonstrated from many different aspects, such as the first-person narration, the emotional lyrics with unique
features, the musical dialogues between two people or among many people, the dramatic conflict presented
in the lyrics, the dramatic actions and the dramatic situations, etc.
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